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In these two unprecedented structure types, simple packing
orientations AB‚‚‚ lie normal to complex six (Lu8Te) or eight (Lu7-
Te) repeats of puckered layers in which Te regularly replaces Lu
in every third or fourth layer, respectively. Deformations in the
latter layers result from strong Lu-Te interactions and size effects.
These are the first examples of Lu-rich chalcogenides and are the
two most condensed lanthanide chalcogenides known.

Recent investigations have demonstrated a significant relationship
between the d-element chemistry of the earliest transition metals,
Sc, Y, Ti, especially, and that of the (numerically) metal-rich
chalcogenides of the late lanthanides. Yet, so far only a few systems
pertain, orthorhombic R2Te, R ) Sc, Gd, Dy, and hexagonal R6-
MTe2, R ) Sc, Dy, M ) Mn-Ni, Ru, Rh, Os, Ir.1-5 There are
otherwise no reports of lanthanide chalcogenides more reduced than
the simple LnCh phases (NaCl type, Ch) S, Se, Te), perhaps
because any earlier investigations were carried out in SiO2 rather
than in the superior Ta or Nb containers. We herein report that
this new chemistry extends much farther to the novel compounds
Lu8Te and Lu7Te and some related phases.

Common structural features of such metal-rich compounds are
condensed metal octahedra or trigonal prisms in the form of chains
or layers,1,6-8 whereas a few examples also show distant relation-
ships with the bcc metals; for example, Ta2Se9 consists of four
(100) layers of bcc Ta sandwiched between two square nets of Se,
and Hf3Te2

10 is a three-layer analogue of Ta2Se. In these two new,
remarkable structure types, Te, a smaller nonmetal and anion-like
component, regularly substitutes on particular lattice points of what
can be viewed as very distorted hcp Lu metal. The Lu7Te and then
Lu8Te were synthesized via arc-melting and high-temperature
annealing steps from the metal and Lu2Te3

11 and characterized by
single-crystal X-ray diffraction methods as the stoichiometric
orthorhombic Lu7Te and hexagonal Lu8Te.12

Figure 1 gives general overviews of both structures via projec-
tions down the short (∼3.7 Å) axes, [001] for hexagonal Lu8Te at
the top and [100] for orthorhombic Lu7Te, bottom. All atoms lie
on mirror planes at 0,1/2, and 1 normal to the views, the lighter
colored atoms having the intermediate coordinate of1/2. The packing
along the short axis in both is layed AB‚‚‚. On the other hand, the
layers seen in each projection are not classically close-packed but
rather are considerably distorted, presumably because of Te
substitution on certain lattice sites. Nonetheless, both structures can
still be additionally described in a useful way in terms of the
sequence of horizontal puckered or wavy layers of atoms along
the vertical axis in both parts of Figure 1. These vertical sequences
are labeled A, B, C in the conventional way. That in Lu8Te, top,
has the six-layer representation (ABACAB)‚‚‚ [h(hc)2] as marked,
with every fourth layer A or C lying in a mirror plane. The
stoichiometry Lu8Te results from substitution of Te (lavender) for
every third Lu in every third layer along [100]. This structure is in
fact a new ordered derivative of the Fe2P type structure (Z ) 3)16

in which the equivalent of P2 is replaced by Lu3 (Lu6TeLu2).
Continuing in this way, we find that Lu7Te at the bottom of Figure

1 is more complex and distorted. The puckered layers have the
relative stacking (ABCBABCB)‚‚‚ [(hc)4] in an eight-layer sequence
alongcb (vertical) in which mirror planes contain the C members.
The Te substitutes for every other Lu in every fourth layer to give
the stoichiometry Lu7Te. The two (100) layer types in Lu7Te are
related by thea/2 + b/2 centering operation, whereas the two (001)
in Lu8Te are independent.

One would not expect any Te‚‚‚Te bonding in such electron-
rich systems. Rather, these novel reactions can be thought of as
introducing smaller periodic Te “defects” and strong polar bonding
into the metal, and these produce substantial expansions in two
directions in the normal metal. Every atom in these structures has
a pair of like neighbors at(c, 3.687 Å, in Lu8Te or(a, 3.742 Å,
in Lu7Te as compared to the repeat (c) of 5.54 Å in the metal.17 Of
course, what are being stacked here are by no means close-packed
layers, as is evident in the vertical layering repeats in Figure 1.
The tighter binding brought on by these small oxidations of the
metal by tellurium is best reflected in the volume increments per
atom: Lu, 29.52 Å3;17 Lu8Te, 28.73 Å3; Lu7Te, 28.38 Å3, which
amount to decreases of 2.7% and 3.9%, respectively. These occur
despite parallel decreases in coordination numbers (below).

Regarding the Te environments, the distances about these atoms

Figure 1. Projection of the structures of hexagonal Lu8Te (P6h2m) (top),
and of orthorhombic Lu7Te (Cmcm) (bottom) approximately along the short
cell axis (∼3.7 Å) in each (cb, ab, respectively). Atoms at 0, 1, and1/2 along
that axis are dark and light blue for Lu and purple and lavender for Te,
respectively. The six- and eight-layer packing sequences along the vertical
axes are labeled.
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are also enumerated in the figures. That in Lu8Te is a regular
tricapped trigonal prism, with considerably longer distances to the
three capping atoms (lighter black lines), 3.48 Å, than to the six
within the trigonal prism, 3.10 Å. The tricapped trigonal prismatic
arrangement about Te in Lu7Te is more distorted, one Te-Lu4
distance alongbB being∼0.35 Å longer. The alternating long-short
Te-Lu4 distances in the mirror planes atz ) 1/4, 3/4 can be
understood better in terms of the [001] section of this layer shown
in Figure 2. With simple planar layering alongab (vertical), Te is
simply too small to lie closer to the third in-plane Lu4. Otherwise,
all Te-Lu distances in this figure are fairly regular, 3.08-3.20 Å.

The Te substitutions produce increasingly distorted polyhedra
about Lu as well, in particular, in the planes shown in Figure 1.
Drawings of all of these polyhedra are contained in the Supporting
Information. In Lu8Te, Lu1 (CN10) is surrounded by a distorted,
bicapped square prism that includes two Te; Lu2 (CN11), also with
m2msymmetry, is centered in a distorted pentagonal prism with
two opposed long edges and a coplanar Te; Lu3 (CN9) in the former
P2 site centers a fairly regular tricapped trigonal prism, now with
slightly shorter Lu3-Lu1 distances to the capping atoms. The
distortions in the lower symmetry Lu7Te reflect an increased
reduction of the practical coordination numbers of the Lu atoms
from 12 in the pure metal: Lu1, Lu2, and Lu3 are CN10, bicapped
square prismatic, and Lu4 is CN11, monocapped pentagonal
prismatic. The Lu1, Lu2, and Lu4 environments cited include one,
two, and three Te atoms, respectively. The nearest Lu-Lu distances
range over 3.28-3.61 Å in both structures with averages of 3.43
Å in Lu8Te and 3.45 Å in Lu7Te. These are relatively comparable
to the CN12 value for the metal, 3.48 Å,18 so the Lu-Lu bonding
by this fairly easy measure seems fairly strong. The nine Lu-Te
contacts in the two structures average 3.23 and 3.16 Å, respectively,
which are reasonably close to a very different measure, 3.24 Å for
the sum of crystal radii for Lu3+ (CN9) and Te2-.19 Regardless of
their interpretation, the average Lu-Te distance in these compounds
is somewhat less than that for Lu-Lu in the 12-coordinate metal,
3.453 and 3.505 Å (6 each), and this fits the appearance that an
apparently smaller Te has been inserted. Incidentally, the average
Lu-Lu distance about each Lu in Lu7Te increases about 0.05 Å
for each Te present among the near neighbors, reflecting the
competition presented by strong Lu-Te bonds. (Data for Lu8Te
are less clear, and the polyhedra are more disparate.)

EHTB calculations for both compounds show, as expected, broad
Lu bonding bands that are only partially filled atEF, and filled Te
p levels falling from∼2.5 to 5.5 eV belowEF, as has been seen
before.2-4,20

The Lu8Te and Lu7Te represent novel and remarkable structure
types and the most condensed compounds to date among metal-
rich binary chalcogenides. Nothing seen before2-10,20 has a per-
ceptible relationship to these. Replacement of Lu with the nonme-
tallic element Te gives stronger metal-nonmetal interactions that
lead to the deformation of the close-packed pattern. These

compounds can be viewed as a dilute ordered solution of nonmetal
Te in a matrix of very distorted Lu metal, an unprecedented event
as far as we are aware and one that forecasts a rich chemistry behind
these systems. We have already discovered another unexpected
binary compound, Lu11Te4,5 and an unusual ternary chemistry is
expected.
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Figure 2. A near-[001] view of slightly more than one cell alongbB
(horizontal) of the atoms around the Lu4-Te1 plane atz ) 3/4 in Lu7Te
(see Figure 1, bottom). This illustrates the close bicapped trigonal prismatic
environment around Te alongab plus the one long Te-Lu4 capping distance.
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